Movement assessment is a musculoskeletal evaluation paradigm used to examine functional movement patterns in the body and is predicated on the idea that the body is a physiologic system requiring integrated function of all components to execute functional movement.
1,2 Movement assessment paradigms integrate the idea of regional interdependence (RI), in which a patient's primary complaint may be regionally remote from the symptomatic site. 3,4 Ludewig et al. 5 suggests clinicians who use a pathoanatomical model in isolation limit diagnosis to narrow patient classifications (e.g., shoulder impingement syndrome) based on direct signs and or symptoms found at the local site of pain. Little or no biomechanical causation is factored into the pathoanatomical model evaluation (e.g., joint mobility dysfunction at the hip or shoulder could result in shoulder pain mimicking impingement syndrome) and diagnosis often occurs after using local physical exam testing that may lack the diagnostic accuracy (e.g., sensitivity, specificity) to ensure the diagnosis is the root cause of dysfunction.
5 Alternatively, Wainner et al. 4 suggests that a patient's cause of dysfunction may not easily fit the pathoanatomical model because the patient's primary complaint(s) may be distant from the dysfunction. In recent RI articles, authors compiled case studies of patients with dysfunctions that were regionally remote from the location of symptomatic anatomy. 3, 6 Treating the regionally remote dysfunctions, as opposed to treating a local lesion diagnosis, alleviated the patients' chief complaints. 3, 6 Movement assessment can be integrated into a clinician's current evaluative process with little disruption. Clinicians isolated to the pathoanatomical model often assess and develop intervention strategies based upon a local evaluation. By incorporating a RI approach, clinicians evaluate the integrated movement system in its entirety to identify dysfunction.
2-4,7-9 The clinician utilizes a movement assessment to properly locate and classify the dysfunction, thus enabling a global assessment and intervention approach to patient care. For example, through a movement assessment, a patient presenting with anterior knee pain is identified as having restricted joint motion at the femoroacetabular joint. The assessment enables the clinician to develop an appropriate intervention strategy, such as a mobilization technique, to correct the loss of joint motion at the femoroacetabular joint. In this instance, identifying remote movement dysfunction at the hip and developing an intervention strategy to address hip dysfunction alleviated symptoms of the anterior knee pain. Correcting the dysfunctional cause of the symptoms is more effectual than treating the local symptom(s) in isolation caused by the dysfunction.
10
Movement Assessment Paradigms: Janda, Sahrmann, and Cook
Early adopters of the movement paradigm who developed movement assessment approaches were Vladimir Janda, 11,12 Shirley Sahrmann, 2,9,10 and Gray Cook 7 (Table 1 ). An introduction to the movement assessment techniques developed by Janda, Sahrmann, and Cook are presented with examples as a means to introduce different perspectives of movement assessment techniques, and this paper is not an endorsement of one technique over another. Janda theorized that apparent neural inhibition or facilitation of structures in one region could adversely affect function and apparent length and/or strength of structures in other regions. Utilizing this concept, he developed the Upper Crossed and Lower Crossed Syndromes, where the pain from an apparently tight upper trapezius in the Upper Crossed Syndrome may be linked to apparent weakness of the deep neck flexors or weak rhomboids and/or serratus anterior.
11,12 Perceived neural alterations cause weakness, shortening, facilitation, or lengthening of muscular structures.
12 Functional limitations are evaluated by
